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 Recent research has demonstrated the effectiveness of utilizing neural 

networks for detect tampering in images. However, because accessing a 

database is complex, which is needed in the classification process to detect 

tampering, reference-free steganalysis attracted attention. In recent work, an 

approach for least significant bit (LSB) steganalysis has been presented 

based on analyzing the derivatives of the histogram correlation. In this 

paper, we further examine this strategy for other steganographic methods. 

Detecting image tampering in the spatial domain, such as image 

steganography. It is found that the above approach could be applied 

successfully to other kinds of steganography with different orders of 

histogram-correlation derivatives. Also, the limits of the ratio stego-image to 

cover are considered, where very small ratios can escape this detection 

method unless modified. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Currently, billions of images may be found online. Images are used to capture real-life events, 

communicate information, and pursue other kinds of interests. Regrettably, due to notable advances in image 

steganography and its related software, terrorist gangs may now communicate messages using normal image 

communication with great efficiency. Since these steganographic softwares aim to disguise the payload as a 

random image-noise process produced by the electronic systems of the camera, identification of images 

related to illegal activity is difficult using the human eye alone. This technological threat to public security is 

a real-world problem. As a result, studies explored and created novel image steganalysis methods to prevent 

plus analyze this danger. One of the most popular secret communication approaches is image steganography, 

which involves concealing data in an image [1]. 

The goal of image steganography techniques is to introduce a difficult-to-detect alteration in order to 

hide a coded important message in a carrier image (cover object). Even in case a non-autorized entity notices 

the stego, concerns about the data contained in the cover image are almost unlikely since it appears to be a 

standard image. The most prevalent image steganography techniques fall into three categories: naive 

steganography [2], [3], adaptive steganography [4]-[8], and deep learning-based embedding [9]-[16]. 

As a result, in a manner similar to cryptanalysis, it is focused on cryptography. Steganalysis means 

the art and practice of detecting secret material or messages in a digital image (cover) and distinguishing 

between stego-object and the clean-cover object with little or no understanding of the steganography 
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techniques. The aim of steganalysis is to gather some evidence indicating the existence of an encoded 

message and it is the inverse of the process of steganography [17], [18]. Steganalysis may be classified into 

two principal categories: passive steganalysis and active steganalysis. Passive steganalysis attempts to detect 

the steganographic encoding technique and categorize a cover medium as stego, whereas active steganalysis 

attempts to find an estimation of the secret message length then, eventually, recover this secret information 

from the cover object [19], [20]. 

The following points are the main contributions of this study. 

− The analysis of a novel detection approach for least significant bit (LSB) image steganography is 

presented, which is based on deriving the image histogram's auto-correlation property. 

− The study of the system involved the detection of different methods of LSB image steganography. 

− The system is used to detect other image steganography that uses different image formats. The proposed 

system findings demonstrated the method's effectiveness. 

− The presented steganalysis does not rely on the availability of original images as neural network methods. 

The rest of this paper is presented as follows: section 2 is concerned with reviewing related studies 

in a variety of areas; while section 3 presents correlation effects, investigation of the proposed system and 

performance measures. Section 4 presents extensive experimental (simulation) results. Based on the facts 

reported in this study, section 5 makes the conclusions. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Fridrich et al. [21] suggested the RS steganalysis algorithm to detect LSB-embedding in color-

images (24-bits) and grayscale-images (8-bits). During the level, each image pixel is split into 4 separate 

groups of four pixels (22 blocks), and the discriminating function f (.) is applied to each of these groups to 

detect their smoothness. Westfeld and Pfitzmann [22] suggested a framework that relies on analyzing pairs of 

values (PoVs) that are transmitted during the message-embedding process using the chi-square attack. The 

expected frequency-distribution of steganograms (which represents the arithmetic mean of two frequencies in 

a pair (PoV) because of the absence of the cover medium) with any sample distribution of stego medium. 

Zang et al. [23] suggested an LSB Matching steganography system based on the detection of 

increasing and decreasing local minima and maxima in the stego histogram. The amplitude of the histogram 

is specified by using this tool. Given that embedding positions are evenly spread and, regardless of the pixel 

amount, the embedding degree(σ ) is applied to just half of the LSB cost because the remainder already has the 

necessary content. As a result, 1-σ/2 of the pixel values have remained unchanged. The stego image histogram 

is also defined. This state (for both local extremum and local minimum) aids in image steganography detection. 

Harmsen and Pearlman [24] used the histogram characteristic function (HCF) to recognize stego 

color images. Viswanatham and Manikonda [25] proposed an efficient and stable LSB insertion process. The 

strategy utilized the generation of random numbers as well as the selection of a relevant region (a region-of-

interest, ROI) in which the appropriate message is to be encoded and placed in randomly-located pixels with 

previously generated addresses. The approach also includes a secret-key (which is the password necessary to 

decrypt the message), and this password must be provided by the receiver in order for the message 

(information) to be decoded from the carrier (cover image). 

Yadav et al. [26] enhanced LSB strategy by using the final pair of bits of the pixels in the cover-

image for the purpose of secret message-embedding and retrieval. In the process of embedding, in case the 

final pair of bits at the value of the pixel are either 00 or 10, the process embeds the secret-message as bit 0. 

If the final pair of bits of the pixel value are neither 00 nor 10, it tries to equal them to 00 or 10 by subtracting 

or adding 1 from the value of the pixel to embed 0. On the other hand, it embeds the secret-message as bit 1 

at a pixel value if the final pair of bits of the pixel value are 01 or 11. If the final pair of bits are neither 01 or 

11, we attempt to convert them to 01 or 11 by subtracting or adding 1 from that pixel value to embed 1. The 

message bit is 0 if the final pair of bits of a pixel in the retrieval process are 00 or 10. The opposite of that is 1. 

Kadhim and Hussain [27] suggested and used a method based on a chaotic map to disguise a 

hidden-message (either text or smaller image) inside the larger cover-image by shuffling of the address bits. 

The proposed scheme employs a chaotic-map to produce an integer-valued chaotic series (represents the 

secret key), which are then used to choose the addresses of the cover-image pixels for the purpose of 

embedding the secret information (message). The parameters used by the chaotic-map are the secret-keys that 

should be known only to the sender and the receiver. Without recognizing these secret keys, the observer 

cannot sense the presence of a hidden message. 

Janabi et al. [28] suggest a safe system for concealing a single or more extra images within a cover 

image of equal size. It employed a genetic algorithm strategy to produce the secret key and choose the best 

values for the mixing matrix. The key would be exchanged between the sender and the recipient to ensure that 
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special data remains secure and difficult for the untrustworthy to discover. Furthermore, the suggested technique 

improves the effectiveness of hiding capability, security level, and resistance to specific attacks.  

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD  

In this section, the main theory of the proposed research method is presented. Basically, it is found 

that variations in the derivatives of the autocorrelation function as applied to the cover-image histogram can 

be sensitive to any kind of tampering or steganographic content. In most cases, especially when the ratio of 

the message to the cover image sizes is not very small, the first-order derivative will be sufficient to discover 

tampering. However, when the ratio is very small, there is a challenge that may not be resolved by the first-

order derivative, and higher orders would be necessary. Details will be presented in the next sub-sections. 

 

3.1.  Correlation effects 

Correlation is a quatitative measure that indicats the degree of the relationship between two vectors 

or variables, in its widest definition. If the statistics of two variables are correlated, a modification in the 

amplitude of one variable can be affected by a change in the amplitude of another variable in the same 

direction (called positive correlation) or inverse direction (called negative correlation). The word correlation 

usually refers to a linear relation (association) between two continuous-valued variables, which is normally 

expressed using Pearson formula for product-moment correlation. 

For combined normally-distributed variables (data that follows a bivariate normal distribution), the 

Pearson correlation-coefficient is generally the most relevant. For continuous data that is not ordinarily 

transferred, ordinary data, or for data including outliers, the Spearman-rank correlation formula could be 

utilized as a measure of the monotonic relation. All formulas for correlation-coefficients have a range from –

1 to +1, with 0 indicating that there is no linear (i.e., monotonic) relation, and as the coefficient absolute-

value approaches 1, the relationship between the variables becomes stronger and eventually reaches a straight 

line (Pearson correlation) or becomes a continuously-expanding or continuously-decreasing curve (Spearman 

correlation). Theory analyses and trust periods can be applied to evaluate the statistical validity of the 

decisions and estimate the intensity of the association in the society from which the data is sampled [29]. The 

cross-correlation of two waveforms was used to determine their similarity as a function of a time-lag applied 

to one of them. The cross-correlation of a signal with itself is known as autocorrelation. It is a time domain 

analysis that can be used to determine a signal's periodicity or repeated patterns. The autocorrelation function 

(ACF) is a popular metric for detecting whether or not there is a serial relationship. Because it provides a more 

detailed representation of the basic process, the autocorrelation function is more useful than the cross-coefficient 

test. In (1) calculates the autocorrelation for a real-valued signal x(n) with a length of N samples [30]. 

 

𝑅𝑥(𝑘) =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑥(𝑛)𝑥(𝑛 + 𝑘)𝑁

𝑛=0  (1) 

 

While image correlation changes when the image is loaded with stego-information, the changes in 

its pixel correlations are not significant enough to be detected. Hence, direct correlative analysis of stego 

image may fail to detect tampering. However, much stronger changes have been detected in the derivatives of 

histogram correlation [31]. In [31], we found that the first derivative of the histogram correlation can detect 

LSB-steganography. However, we didn’t study other stego methods. In this work, we will show that higher-

order derivatives could be necessary for other types of steganography or tampering. 

 

3.2.  The histogram-correlative detection system 

According to the correlation examination discussed in the previous section, the extended framework 

of the LSB steganalysis method in this work is advised. The appearance of a hidden-message in the cover-

image can be detected using LSB-steganalysis. The suggested system was extended to detect three different 

LSB image-steganography and discover image-steganography using other different approaches. The 

proposed scheme computed the histogram-correlative of the image and took the first three derivatives to 

detect image tampering. When tampering is present, the derivatives of the histogram-correlation of the image 

will have noticeable vibrations. Using a filter as a threshold would result in a decision. The general 

architecture of the proposed approach for tampering detection is shown in Figure 1. 

 

3.3.  Measures of performance evaluation 

The examination of steganographic methods is required to see if one is superior to another. 

Therefore, various criteria are used to examine steganographic approaches. The visual quality of 

steganography may be measured using a variety of methods (e.g., MSE, PSNR) [32]. 
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Mean-squared error (MSE) indicates the sum of squares of pixelwise-error between the original 

cover image and the modified cover image, and MSE evaluates the amount of image distortion. Peak signa-

to-noise ratio (PSNR) is the ratio of the maximum pixel-value to the noise power (MSE between the 

modified and the original images). PSNR is used to measure image quality. The following (2) and (3) may be 

used to compute MSE and PSNR. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The block diagram of the proposed system 

 

 

MSE = 1

𝐻×𝑊
∑ ∑ [𝐼′(𝑟, 𝑐) − 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑐)]2𝑊−1

𝑐=0
𝐻−1
𝑟=0   (2) 

 

PSNR = 10 × log10
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥

2

MSE
  (3) 

 

where 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑐) is the cover-image pixel-value, 𝐼’(𝑟, 𝑐) is the modified pixel-value, 𝐻 × 𝑊 represents the size 

(height by width) of the carrier (cover-image), 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum pixel-value, that is, 255 (if the system uses 

0-255 range; otherwise 1 for 0-1 systems). 

Different sizes of the secret image (cell.tif from MATLAB, under Academic License 40635944, is 

used as a secret message image, resized to 5*5, 10*10, 20*20, and 30*30). The size ratio 𝑅𝑚 between 

message size and cover size may be computed by the following formula: 

 

𝑅𝑚 =
Message Size 

Cover Image Size 
 (4) 

 

where this ratio has a decisive role in the steganalysis process. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The suggested system was tested on three different LSB steganography techniques to conceal the 

message in the grey-scale image, and it tested the suggested system on another different steganography 

approach with a color image. The proposed method should be able to detect tampered images. Figure 2 

describes the grey-scale images used in these experiments, with the message modified to achieve various 

message-to-cover ratios (𝑅𝑚). As the histogram-correlative of the image is derivation, LSB-stego introduces 

major ripples. As a result, the HP (high-pass) filtering applied to this derivative would be a useful method for 

detecting these ripples, where a threshold can be used [31]. 

Figures 3-5 depict the effect of the first, second and third derivatives on the histogram-correlation of 

the cover-image and K-LSB, Chaotic-LSB stego images. If the message is small compared to the cover (𝑅𝑚), 

we should use the second and third derivatives, since the first is unclear. The effect of the first, second, and 

third derivatives on the histogram-correlation of the cover-image and K-LSB-image, enhanced-LSB stego-

images, is seen in Figures 6(a)-(c). The method fails if the message size is very small (𝑅𝑚 < 0.01). Higher 

derivatives are almost certainly required (and will be handled in future work). 

Km represents the number of different hidden message sizes in the system. Km=[5 10 20 30 50 100 

150]. As a result, Chaotic-LBS is not appropriate for large 𝑅𝑚 > 0.1and Km > 65, so only K-LSB and 

enhanced-LSB are compared. The proposed system in the following experiment tested a different image 

steganography approach, this time using a color image format (BMP) [28]. 
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Figure 2. The grey-scale cover and stego MATLAB 

images 

 
 

Figure 3. The 1
st

 derivative of the histogram-

correlative for Chaotic_LSB, K_LSB stego and 

cover images for several LSB-levels and 

several messages to cover-size ratios 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The 2nd derivative of the histogram-

correlative for Chaotic_LSB, K_LSB stego and 

cover images for several LSB-levels and 

several messages to cover-size ratios 

 
 

Figure 5. The 3rd derivative of the histogram-

correlative for Chaotic_LSB, k_LSB stego and cover 

images for several LSB-levels and several messages 

to cover-size ratios 

 
 

Figure 7 shows cover, message and stego images used for results in Figure 8 which shows the 

influence of the first derivative of the histogram-correlative for cover and stego color images. Figures 9 and 

10 show the results for a different set of images. According to Figures 8, 10 and Tables 1 and 2, the first 

derivative is sufficient to detect image tampering, as evidenced by the influence of the PSNR value, image 

type for the cover and message images, and whether they are 256 or true color. If the PSNR is high, we 

should probably use the second and third derivatives instead of the first because the first is vague. 
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From the results, we found that the proposed system is capable of detecting the small secret 

message. It uses high derivatives, whether it is employed to detect the LSB or various other steganography 

methods. It deserves seeing since the neighboring histogram points correlation diminishes with the increase 

of the ratio Rm, which is the ratio measuring the message-size to cover-image size. Figure 11 demonstrates 

this truth. Figure 11 depicts the correlation between neighboring histogram points for cover-image and K-

LSB stego-images for various K powers. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 

 
 (c) 

 

Figure 6. The derivative of the histogram-correlative for enhanced_LSB, K_LSB stego and cover images for 

several LSB-levels and several messages to cover-size ratios: (a) first derivative, (b) second derivative,  

(c) third derivative 
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Figure 7. The images of the cover (true color), message (256 color) and stego (true color) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The 1st derivative of the histogram-correlative for cover and stego color images 

 

 

  
  

 
 

Figure 9. The cover, the message and the stego images are all in true color 
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Figure 10. The 1
st

 derivative of the histogram-correlative for cover and stego color images 

 

 

Table 1. Details of hiding an image in a cover image 

as in Figure 7 
Mixing Matrix PSNR MSE Cover size 

[0.002   0.9   0.7   0.2] 52.603 0.598 256×256 pixels 
 

Table 2. Details of hiding an image in a cover image 

as in Figure 9 
Mixing Matrix PSNR MSE Cover size  

[0.001   0.9   0.6   0.2] 58.038 0.320 256×256 pixels 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Correlation between adjacent histogram points for cover and K-LSB stego-images for various K 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

A spatial domain steganalysis scheme is proposed. This method is validated with various LSB 

steganography approaches and is applied to other steganography approaches. The proposed method will 

determine whether an image was tampered with or not without relying on the original image. It employs 

analysis of the histogram correlative method. The suggested system is based on the reality that if the image 

has been modified (tampered) with a secret message, the derivative of the correlation of the histogram of the 

image will show noticeable vibrations. This fact appears in various steganography methods, whereas if the 

message size is very limited (Rm < 0.01), the system fails. The use of higher derivatives is almost certainly 

required. Since the first derivative is vague whether the message is limited in comparison to the cover (Rm), 

we can use the second and third derivatives. The proposed system discovered that Chaotic-LBS is not 

suitable for large Rm > 0.1 When analyzing the system, only K-LSB and enhanced-LSB are compared. As a 

result, examine this technique for other steganographic approaches as well. It was discovered that the method 

described above may be successfully applied to other types of steganography using higher orders of 

histogram-correlation derivatives. 
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